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capital out of a deep and sincere anxiety shared by ajl alike
to maintain the peace of the world. * However much we may
deplore Germany's action this is no occasion,' he said, ' for
alarmist language, still less for the scaremongering which has
been indulged in in certain quarters during the last few
weeks.' The situation could assuredly be redeemed, but to do
so they must keep their heads and their engagements.  A
campaign was being fostered, principally by Lord Beaver-
brook, against Locarno, but Locarno was still * one of the
most effective instruments for Peace in Europe.' No doubt
this passage was for German consumption; at least it showed
a ready understanding of the direction in which Germany
was heading. Eden developed the point. No British Govern-
ment was ' blindly fettered * to Locarno, but it meant certain
precise obligations. * Some people seem to imagine', he added,
* that if they were furnished with some means of escape from
what they are pleased to call the commitments of Locarno
they would then be less likely to be involved in a European
war; but the very opposite is, of course, the truth.' We could
not avoid another war simply by saying that in no circum-
stances would we go to the aid of a power unjustly attacked.
Great Britain is a Great Power with the responsibilities of a
Great Power and if we fail to discharge them we will invite
the disaster which will follow.
As for Disarmament, he spoke from personal experience; it
was idle to contend that the National Government were not
wholehearted in their support for the cause; no delegation
had worked harder than the British in its effort to reconcile
the claims of German equality with those of French security.
It was no fault of ours that our efforts had not been success-
ful. Certainly Germany's departure must cause ' some dis-
location' of the Conference's work, but the British
Government were determined tha.t the work should go on.
Simon defended himself somewhat more laboriously in
Parliament when he opened a full-dress debate on Disarma-
ment. It was largely a historical survey, and he managed
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